Behavioral interactions of simvastatin and fluoxetine in tests of anxiety and depression
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Abstract: Simvastatin inhibits 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl CoA reductase, the rate-limiting enzyme in the cholesterol biosynthetic pathway, and is widely used to control plasma cholesterol levels and prevent cardiovascular disease. However, emerging evidence indicates that the beneficial effects of simvastatin extend to the central nervous system. The effects of simvastatin combined with fluoxetine provide an exciting and potential paradigm to decreased anxiety and depression. Thus, the present paper investigates the possibility of synergistic interactions between simvastatin and fluoxetine in models of anxiety and depression. We investigated the effects of subchronically administered simvastatin (1 or 10 mg/kg/day) combined with fluoxetine (2 or 10 mg/kg) at 24, 5, and 1 hour on adult rats before conducting behavioral tests. The results indicate that simvastatin and/or fluoxetine treatment reduces anxiety-like behaviors in the elevated plus-maze and open-field tests. Our results showed that simvastatin and/or fluoxetine induced a significant increase in the swimming activity during the forced swimming test (antidepressant effect), with a concomitant increase in climbing time in simvastatin-treated animals only (noradrenergic activation). We hypothesize that anxiolytic and antidepressant effects of simvastatin and/or fluoxetine produce their behavioral effects through similar mechanisms and provide an important foundation for future preclinical research.
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Introduction
Clinically, simvastatin has been widely used to reduce serum low density lipoprotein cholesterol by inhibiting the rate-limiting enzyme hydroxymethylglutaryl-coenzyme reductase. In addition, evidence shows that simvastatin reduces the risk of ischemic heart disease events and cerebrovascular stroke and has potential applications in multiple sclerosis, traumatic brain injury, Alzheimer’s disease, and anxiety.¹–⁴ Despite growing evidence for the role of simvastatin in central nervous system diseases, there is relatively little knowledge of its direct psychoneurological impacts on central receptors and its association with behavioral effects.

The first evidence, indicating the effects of simvastatin treatment on N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor binding density in the brain reveals a possible NMDA antagonist-like effect, which provides an exciting and potential paradigm to decreased anxiety.⁴ This study showed that compared with the saline group, treatment of male Sprague–Dawley rats with simvastatin at a high dose (10 mg/kg/day) produced a significantly longer traveled distance and higher average velocity in an open-field arena, suggesting hyperlocomotive activity, while increased time traveled in the open arms in an elevated plus-maze was also observed, reflecting reduced anxiety-like behavior.⁴
The prolonged administration of different classes of drugs may produce convergent effects on different neurotransmitter systems or signaling targets. Unfortunately, little information is available regarding neurotransmitter substrates that are critical for the behavioral effects of different types of drugs in animal models. In addition, data accumulated in the last decade indicate that NMDA receptors may be involved in the pathophysiology of depression and the mechanism of action of antidepressants. These data suggest that the inhibitory effect of fluoxetine is exerted directly on NMDA receptors, contributing to the therapeutic effects of these drugs. However, the evidence for the effect of fluoxetine on animal models of anxiety is controversial. Some studies report an anxiolytic-like, an anxiogenic-like, or no effect in various anxiety-like tests. The methodological diversity of these studies makes it difficult to establish which other variables (from genetic differences to features of the task used in the study) interact with fluoxetine to produce this wide range of results.

The limitations of current antidepressant drugs have warranted ongoing research to identify pharmacological agents and strategies that offer greater therapeutic efficacy. Depression and anxiety play an important role in decreasing quality of life worldwide. Preclinical data have demonstrated that blocking the NMDA receptor complex produced anxiolytic and antidepressant activity in animal tests. Thus, simvastatin combined with fluoxetine provide a potential mechanism for the anxiolytic and antidepressant properties of drugs in animal models. The current study was designed to systematically assess the effects of simvastatin combined with fluoxetine and involved the elevated plus-maze, a model of anxiety, and the forced swimming test, a model of depression. An open-field test was used as an independent measure of general activity.

Materials and methods

Subjects

A total of 72 genetically heterogeneous male Wistar albino rats (Rattus norvegicus), 3 to 5 months of age, weighing 220 to 310 g, were obtained from the animal house of the Regional University of Blumenau. After arrival in the sectorial animal house of the laboratory, these animals were housed in groups of five per opaque plastic cage (50 × 30 × 15 cm). Cages had wood shaving bedding and wire mesh tops and were under a standard light cycle (12-hour light/dark phase) in a temperature-controlled environment (23°C ± 1°C) with a relative humidity of 55% ± 10%. During the light and dark phases, the rats were exposed to a light intensity of approximately 500 and 0.025 lux, respectively. These lux values were chosen because they were the closest values (in our laboratory) possible to natural daytime and nighttime light. During the entire experimental period, the animals received commercial chow for rodents (Nuvital®, Paraná, Brazil) and filtered tap water ad libitum. The room was entered at irregular intervals on an average of once every 2 or 3 days for the purposes of cleaning cages and placing food and water. Animals were acclimatized to the animal housing facilities for at least 1 week before starting the experiments. The experiments reported in this article were performed in compliance with the recommendations of Brazilian Society of Neuroscience and Behavior (SBNeC), which are based on the US National Institutes of Health Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

Experimental protocols

Drug treatments in the behavioral tests were administered with a subchronic exposure and subacute intraperitoneal exposure pattern. The rats were orally administered simvastatin (1 or 10 mg/kg) by oral gavage, once daily; Zocor® (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) for 30 days. Groups were randomized with eight rats per group and intraperitoneally administered with fluoxetine (2 or 10 mg/kg; Psiquial®; Merck) at 24, 5, and 1 hour(s) before the behavioral tests. The dose of fluoxetine used in the subacute schedule is in the same schedule and range of the doses that reduced the time spent in immobility in forced swimming test. Control rats received saline.

Behavioral tests

The animals were subjected individually to the elevated plus-maze, open-field, and forced swim tests. All behavioral procedures were conducted during the light phase (between 8 and 12 hours), when rodents are less active, in a sound-isolated room. To minimize possible circadian influences on the rats, experimental and control observations were alternated. The observer remained in the same room at least 1 m away from the elevated plus-maze, open-field, and forced swim tests.

Elevated plus-maze test

The apparatus consisted of two open arms (50 × 10 cm) and two enclosed arms (50 × 10 × 40 cm), arranged in such a way that the two arms of each type were opposite to each other, and a central platform (10 × 10 cm). The maze’s height was 50 cm and the tests were conducted under dim red light (44 lux). Animals were exposed to the red light for 5 minutes in their own home cages before the testing procedure. Next, they
were placed individually on the central platform of the plus-maze facing an open arm. During a 5-minute test period, the following measurements were recorded by the observer: time spent on the open arms, number of entries in the open arms, time spent on the closed arms, number of entries in the enclosed arms, and risk assessment. Risk assessment is a measure that accounts for time spent in the head-dipping (exploratory movement of head/shoulders over the side of the maze), and stretched attend (exploratory posture in which the body is stretched forward then retracted to the original position without any forward locomotion) postures. The measures that reflect anxiety-like levels in this test are the percentage of entries into open arms versus closed arms and the percentage of time spent in the open arms versus closed arms. We also included ethologically derived measures related to the defensive pattern of risk assessment behavior, which has been shown to be very sensitive to changes in anxiety.15

Open-field test
The open field consisted of a black circular box (60 cm in diameter and 50 cm high). Each rat was placed in the central area and allowed to explore freely for 5 minutes. The tests were conducted under dim red light (44 lux). The following parameters were recorded: time spent ambulating in the central and peripheral areas; time for which the animal did not move at all (freezing); time rearing (rising on the hind paws); and time the animal performed self-cleaning (grooming). The total time spent in ambulation and freezing was determined as a measure of activity. Exploration behavior in the open-field has also been used as a measure of defensive behavior, where increased line-rearing responses are suggestive of a decrease in defensive behaviors.16

Forced swimming test
The procedure used was previously described by Detke et al.17 The animals were forced to swim inside a cylinder filled with water without the possibility of escaping. The resulting anxiety produces vigorous swimming activity and attempts at escaping by diving or climbing the walls of the cylinder. When the animals ceased all movements except those necessary for survival (keeping the head above the water), the behavior was considered to be immobile. This was classified as induced depression. On the first day (pre-session test), the rats were forced to swim for 15 minutes in an acrylic cylinder (29 cm diameter × 50 cm tall) containing 25°C water 40 cm deep. The water was changed after every swimming test to eliminate urine, excrement, and fur. After the swimming session, the rats were removed from the cylinder, dried with towels, and placed under a light bulb (32°C) for 15–30 minutes. They then received the first dose of their respective drugs and were returned to their home cages. Twenty-four hours later, the rats were tested under the same conditions for 5 minutes (test session). They received the second and third doses of their respective drugs 5 and 1 hour(s) prior to the test session. Immobility and the number of times the rats stopped swimming (number of stops) were measured. Immobility referred to the absence of movement, with the body inclined forward, passively floating, and the paws immobile. Swimming was coded when large forepaw movements displacing the body around the cylinder more than necessary to merely keep the head above the water were performed. Climbing was recorded when the rat began vigorous movements with forepaws in and out of the water, typically directed against the wall of the tank.

Statistical analysis
The data were reported as the mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) and were analyzed statistically using analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by the Newman–Keuls post hoc test. Differences were considered to be significant when \( P < 0.05 \).

Results
Analysis of variance revealed significant differences between groups on the percent time spent by rats in the open arms of the elevated plus-maze (\( F = 4.979; P < 0.001 \); Figure 1A). The experimental groups orally administered with either 10 mg/kg/day of simvastatin combined with 10 mg/kg of fluoxetine demonstrated increased time spent in the open arms on the day of experiment when compared with the other groups (\( P < 0.01 \)). In addition, 10 mg/kg/day of simvastatin combined with saline or fluoxetine (2 or 10 mg/kg) decreased the percent time spent in enclosed arm (\( F = 7.556; P < 0.001, P < 0.01, \) and \( P < 0.05 \), respectively; Figure 1B). There was no significant difference in groups in the percent frequency of open arm entries (\( F = 2.207; P = 0.0489 \); Figure 1C) and percent frequency of enclosed arm entries (\( F = 2.126; P = 0.0494 \); Figure 1D).

In case of percent risk assessment time, there were significant differences between groups (\( F = 11.170; P < 0.001 \); Figure 1E). The rats administered with either 1 or 10 mg/kg/day of simvastatin combined with saline (\( P < 0.01 \) and \( P < 0.001 \), respectively) or 2 mg/kg of fluoxetine (\( P < 0.05 \) and \( P < 0.01 \), respectively) and 10 mg/kg of fluoxetine (\( P < 0.001 \)) showed increased risk assessment time compared to saline treatment.
ANOVA revealed significant differences between groups for percent ambulation/interior zone time of the open-field test (F = 8.387; P < 0.001; Figure 2A). The experimental group orally administered 10 mg/kg/day of simvastatin combined with 10 mg/kg of fluoxetine showed increased ambulation/interior zone time when compared with the other groups (P < 0.001). There was no significant difference in groups in the percent ambulation/outside zone time (F = 2.186; P = 0.0498, Figure 2B). In addition, the rats administered either 10 mg/kg/day of simvastatin combined with 10 mg/kg of fluoxetine showed decreased immobility percent time (F = 6.324; P < 0.001; Figure 2C). ANOVA revealed significant differences between groups in the percent time spent rearing (F = 6.698; P < 0.001; Figure 2D). The rats administered either 1 mg/kg/day of simvastatin increased the time spent rearing when compared with the other groups (P < 0.01). There was no significant difference between groups for percent time spent grooming (F = 1.355; P = 0.0491; Figure 2D).

ANOVA revealed significant differences between groups for percent immobility time in the forced swimming test (F = 14.026; P < 0.001; Figure 3A). The experimental groups
orally administered either 1 mg/kg/day of simvastatin, 2 mg/kg of fluoxetine, 1 mg/kg/day of simvastatin combined with 2 mg/kg of fluoxetine, and 1 or 10 mg/kg/day of simvastatin combined with 10 mg/kg of fluoxetine showed decreased percent immobility time on the day of experiment when compared to saline treatment (P < 0.001). In addition, the rats administered 1 or 10 mg/kg/day of simvastatin (P < 0.001 and P < 0.01, respectively), 1 or 10 mg/kg/day of simvastatin combined with 2 mg/kg of fluoxetine (P < 0.001 and P < 0.01, respectively), and 1 or 10 mg/kg/day of simvastatin combined with 10 mg/kg of fluoxetine (P < 0.001) showed decreased number of stops (F = 10.441; P < 0.001; Figure 3B). For percent swimming time, there were significant differences between groups (F = 69.605; P < 0.001; Figure 3C). The rats administered 1 mg/kg/day of simvastatin, 2 mg/kg of fluoxetine, and 1 mg/kg/day of simvastatin combined with 2 or 10 mg/kg of fluoxetine increased the swimming time (P < 0.001). In addition, the rats administered 10 mg/kg/day of simvastatin combined with saline and 2 or 10 mg/kg of fluoxetine showed decreased swimming time (P < 0.05; P < 0.01 and P < 0.01; respectively). For percent climbing time, there were significant differences
between groups (F = 16.065; P < 0.001; Figure 3D). The rats administered with 10 mg/kg/day of simvastatin combined with saline and 2 or 10 mg/kg of fluoxetine increased the climbing time (P < 0.001). Coadministration of 10 mg/kg/day of simvastatin with 10 mg/kg of fluoxetine is significantly different from other groups.

**Discussion**

The results of our experiments suggest that exposure to subchronic treatment with simvastatin reduced anxiety levels in rats when administered with fluoxetine. The experimental groups orally administered 10 mg/kg/day of simvastatin combined with 10 mg/kg of fluoxetine showed increased time spent in the open arms on the day of experiment when compared with the other groups (Figure 1A). The elevated plus-maze is a widely used animal model of anxiety that is based on two conflicting tendencies, including the rodent’s drive to explore a novel environment and its aversion to open spaces. Thus, anxious animals will spend the most time in the closed arms, while less anxious animals will explore open areas for a longer period of time. In addition, 10 mg/kg/day of simvastatin combined with saline or fluoxetine decreased the time spent in the enclosed arm (Figure 1B). These effects were observed in the absence of significant changes in general locomotive activity, represented by enclosed arm entries (Figure 1D). Our results show that, in male rats, subchronic simvastatin administration, subacute fluoxetine administration, or simvastatin combined with fluoxetine increased risk assessment time compared to the effect of saline treatment (Figure 1E). These ethological elements, which include stretched attend postures and head-dipping, have been linked through factor analysis to risk assessment, directed exploration, and displacement activity. Furthermore, pharmacological studies have shown that the incorporation of such measures in plus-maze scoring not only reduces the likelihood of false positives and negatives, but also enhances the sensitivity of the model to novel anxiolytic. These results strongly indicate that simvastatin and/or fluoxetine treatment results in improved coping with aversive situations, thus leading to a reduced anxiety level and playing an important role in the synergistic effect of combination therapy. These findings indicate that...
simvastatin or fluoxetine did not increase the time spent in the open arms in the elevated plus-maze, but their effects may be increased when they are used combined at a high dose. This synergistic effect was not observed, however, for coadministration of simvastatin and fluoxetine based on risk assessment.

The differences in anxiotypic behavior expressed by these animals are not limited to their performance on the elevated plus-maze. The novel environment is an established measure of general anxiotypic behavior, and levels of locomotion and rearing in this paradigm can be used as indices of an anxiety-like state in rats. The experimental group orally administered with either 10 mg/kg/day of simvastatin combined with 10 mg/kg of fluoxetine increased ambulation/interior zone time in the open-field (Figure 2A). Locomotion can be assessed by time spent in each of the two zones (central and peripheral) and can be used in addition to the classical test as an indicator of anxiety. Traveling close to the wall is an important feature of the rats, and it has been suggested that the wall confers security while the center is anxiogenic. Thus, the increase the time spent in the ambulation/interior zone indicates an anxiolytic-like effect in the experimental group receiving simvastatin combined with fluoxetine. In addition, the rats administrated with either 10 mg/kg/day of simvastatin combined with 10 mg/kg of fluoxetine decreased time spent in an immobile state (Figure 2C). The decreased immobility in the open-field is characteristic of decreased levels of anxiety. Our results show that the 1 mg/kg/day of simvastatin increased the time spent rearing in open field (Figure 2D). In this context, it has also been proposed that changes observed in the time spent in rearing somewhat reflect changes in the level of locomotor activity. It is probable that both are indices of rearing behavior and both depend on the level of anxiety and level of locomotor activity. These results indicate that simvastatin and/or fluoxetine treatment reduces anxiety-like behaviors in two animal tests of anxiety without significantly changing total activity levels, indicating a synergistic effect of combination drug administration. Additionally, co-treatment with simvastatin and fluoxetine increased ambulation/interior zone time in the open-field. Our results indicate that the NMDA receptor antagonists simvastatin and fluoxetine provide a potential mechanism for the anxiolytic properties of drugs in animal models.

Our results indicate the effects of simvastatin treatment on NMDA receptor binding density in the brain and reveal a possible NMDA antagonist-like effect, providing an exciting and potential paradigm to ameliorate anxiety deficits. This study showed that compared with the saline group, treatment of male Sprague–Dawley rats with simvastatin at a high dose (10 mg/kg/day) produced a significantly longer traveled distance and higher average velocity in an open-field arena, suggesting hyperlocomotive activity, while increased time traveled in the open arms in an elevated plus-maze was also observed, reflecting reduced anxiety-like behavior. However, our studies showed contrasting results for treatment of male Wistar rats with simvastatin. Different rat strains as well as differing test conditions have a major impact on the outcome of this animal test for anxiety. However, our results suggest that exposure to sub-chronic treatment with simvastatin reduces anxiety levels in male Wistar rats when associated with fluoxetine treatment. The present study is the first to show that simvastatin combined with fluoxetine has anxiolytic-like effects in the elevated plus-maze and hyperlocomotive activity in the open-field test. A possible mechanism mediating these effects may involve modulation of NMDA receptors. These results indicate that fluoxetine can serve as an effective adjuvant in rats treated with simvastatin, and that this species may be used in other preclinical models utilizing drug interventions.

In the forced swimming test, groups orally administered with simvastatin, fluoxetine, and simvastatin combined with fluoxetine decreased the immobility time (Figure 3A). This potentiation manifested as a reduction of the immobility time in the forced swimming test without an influence on locomotor activity. Typically, the open-field test is employed along with the forced swimming test in order to control for the effects of drugs on locomotion. In this case, only the rats administrated 10 mg/kg/day of simvastatin combined with 10 mg/kg of fluoxetine showed decreased time spent immobile. In the open-field test, the antidepressant compounds did not alter or reduce locomotor activity, verifying their selective effects during the forced swimming test. Stimulant drugs, such as amphetamine or cocaine, can decrease immobility in the forced swimming test. This is a false positive result and is distinguished from the antidepressant-like reduction in immobility by assessing locomotor activity in the open-field test. In addition, rats given drug treatment displayed significantly less immobility and stops than the control rats. The simvastatin and simvastatin combined with fluoxetine decreased the number of stops (Figure 3B). The immobilization represents a state of desperation in the rodents, which is a symptom of depression. Porsolt et al. found that such immobility is reflective of a low-mood state in the rats, which is sensitive to antidepressant treatment. However, rats given antidepressant
drug treatment displayed significantly less immobility and stops than the control rats.

A marked increase in the swimming activity of rats was observed. The groups orally administered with either simvastatin, fluoxetine, and simvastatin combined with fluoxetine increased the swimming time (Figure 3C). Interestingly, fluoxetine generally produced no effect on climbing time (Figure 3D). Some authors observed antidepressant-like activity, while others did not.28 A possible reason may be the use of different rat strains.29 Further behavioral registration of the time spent swimming in the tank or climbing (attempted vertical movement) allows the detection of the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors and the discrimination between drugs primarily affecting the serotonergic or noradrenergic neurotransmitter systems.29–31 While drugs stimulating the serotonergic system, such as selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, preferentially stimulate active swimming in the water tank, drugs primarily blocking noradrenaline uptake preferentially increase climbing behavior. The selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor fluoxetine boosted swimming behavior. Because the effects of simvastatin on the measured parameters in the forced swimming test are different to those of fluoxetine (reduced immobility, enhanced climbing), it is conceivable that the action of simvastatin may involve the noradrenergic system. However, the effect of simvastatin is potentiated by fluoxetine. Evidence regarding the effect of statins combined with fluoxetine on animal models of depression is controversial. Specifically, supplementation with lovastatin increases the antidepressant efficacy of fluoxetine in laboratory animals, as shown by reduced immobility and increased swimming in rats,32 and the action of lovastatin may involve the serotonergic (rather than noradrenergic) pathways, supporting the proposal that statins increase serotonergic function.

The monoamine theory of depression has predominated with regards to the etiology of the illness itself as well as the rationale behind most treatments available in the clinic. Currently, some of the most widely prescribed antidepressant drugs are those which have high degrees of selectivity for the 5-hydroxytryptamine transporter, the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (eg, fluoxetine) and, to a lesser extent, those with a high degree of selectivity for the noradrenaline transporter, the selective noradrenaline reuptake inhibitors (eg, reboxetine).33 In addition, studies suggest that the NMDA antagonists did not potentiate the antidepressant-like effects of noradrenergic antidepressants.34 However, simvastatin or fluoxetine induces an adaptive change to the binding properties of the NMDA receptor,4–7 and we hypothesized that noradrenergic function would be critical for the action of simvastatin combined with fluoxetine. The neurobiological mechanisms by which antidepressants achieve alterations in the radioligand-binding characteristics of the NMDA receptor are unclear. Multiple lines of evidence have demonstrated that norepinephrine can modulate glutamatergic neurotransmission.35 Thus, antidepressant-induced adaptations to the NMDA receptor complex may be secondary to antidepressant action at monoaminergic terminals. These findings suggest that neurochemical effects beyond alterations in noradrenergic transmission may be mechanistically significant in antidepressant drug action.

Other possible mechanisms include the modulation of cholesterol distribution within brain cell membranes.36 Due to the relatively high concentration of cholesterol in the brain, the detection of changes specific to membrane cholesterol is difficult. However, several lines of evidence have demonstrated that chronic administration of simvastatin does not change the cholesterol level in brain tissue and plasma of rodents.37–39 It is reasonable to hypothesize that the simvastatin effects on the central nervous system occur via a central mechanism independent of hypocholesterolemic properties. Interestingly, in human studies, simvastatin lowered plasma cholesterol.40 The contradictory findings may result from the different cholesterol metabolisms in humans and rodents. This suggests that genes directly involved in cholesterol synthesis in rodents are relatively unaffected by statin treatment.41

Several important clinical implications emerge with the finding that simvastatin is associated with the behavioral effects of fluoxetine in the forced swimming test. First, the forced swimming test is one of the best animal behavior tests at predicting the clinical activity of antidepressants.16 The forced swimming test appears to model “behavioral despair,”227 passive coping strategies in response to stress, or entrapment through uncontrollable exposure to severe stress in rodents,28,29 and similar behavioral processes are thought to be part of clinical depression. Second, antidepressant-like behavioral effects of simvastatin and fluoxetine indicate that the neural circuitry associated with these effects may be similar. The conceptual hypothesis that antidepressants produce their behavioral effects through different mechanisms provides important direction for future clinical research. For example, the results suggest that, like other NMDA antagonists, simvastatin combined
with fluoxetine possesses antidepressant-like actions in preclinical tests predictive of clinical efficacy, and this is of particular relevance for antidepressant-resistant patients who develop hypocholesterolemia. Recently, significant attention has been devoted to the glutamatergic system and to NMDA receptor antagonists. It is information may be important for continuing to define distinguishable preclinical and clinical behavioral effects for different types of antidepressant drugs. It may suggest that research efforts should be shifted to the pursuit of new glutamatergic (or other alternative) avenues, rather than examining monoaminergic drug development if we hope to identify truly novel drugs with unique and improved therapeutic profiles.

Conclusion
The results described in the present paper indicate that coadministration of simvastatin with fluoxetine induces a more pronounced anxiolytic activity than treatment with drugs alone in elevated plus-maze and open-field tests. In addition, the present findings suggest the antidepressant efficacy of simvastatin combined with fluoxetine. Our behavioral sampling data suggest preferential effects of simvastatin on the noradrenergic system, but additional work (eg, in vivo microdialysis) is needed to examine the effects of statins on brain catecholamines. Regardless, this is the first report of the ability of a fluoxetine drug to potentiate key behavioral effects of a statin. Some of these issues can be addressed in experimental animal models, which allow for the control and manipulation of many of these variables.
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